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BRUCE TICHININ, INC. 

Bruce Tichinin 
Attorney At Law 

17150 Wedgewood Avenue 
Los Gatos, California 95032 

Telephone: (408) 429-8415 
E-mail: tichinin@garlic.com

Web: www.brucetichininlaw.co1n 

August 16, 2017 

Via E·Mail Only: 

tony@alombardolaw.com 

Anthony Lombardo, Esq. 
ANTHONY LOMBARDO & ASSOCIATES 
A Professional Corporation 

144 W. Gabilan Street 
Salinas, CA 93901 

RE: GAMBORD/HEVRDEJS 

Dear Mr. Lombardo: 

Kindly be advised that my office represents Joel and Dena Gambord of 1683 

Crespi Lane, Pebble Beach, CA 93953 with regard to the privacy-invasion 

controversy regarding the demolition and reconstruction proposal next door of your 

clients, Frank and Michelle Hervdejs. 

As you will be aware from Mr. Hervdejs' email on August 14 to Mr. Gambord, 

the situation between the parties has very seriously deteriorated, with them moving 

further apart rather than closer together. 
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As land-use attorneys, you and I know that the two general grounds oflegal 

attack on the legal validity of a project are: 

1. Procedural deficiencies in processing the application. 

2. Inconsistencies between the project and any provisions of law 

governing the project, such as, without limitation, statutes, 

ordinances, general plans, specific plans, or design review 

guidelines. 

For example, even without doing the detailed research to be able to cite 

"chapter and verse" from the Monterey County Code, it is apparent to me that your 

clients' design change regarding the deck, made after the project received a 

recommendation for approval from the Del Monte Forest Land Use Advisory 

Committee ("LUAC"), a County agency, requires a re-submission of the project as 

now revised to the LUAC for new advisory review before the project can move to the 

Zoning Administrator for consideration. 

Please immediatelv advise that your clients' agree with this analysis and will 

be submitting the revised project to the LUAC, before attempting to have the 

current favorable recommendation of the LUAC on the initial-but-now revised 

project heard before the Zoning Administrator. 

I apologize for the request for an immediate response, but as you will be 

aware, the next scheduled Zoning Administrator's hearing date is barely 2 weeks 

away, and as of when I checked earlier today (August 16, at 9:50 AM), no Agenda of 

the items to be considered had been posted on the County website. 
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The Gambords and I remain hopeful that it will not be necessary for the 

parties to begin to incur significant attorney's fees in this matter, by "going to the 

mattresses" if the controversy does not settle very quickly. 

l\1ore specifically, if it cannot be settled, it will be necessary for me to conduct 

in-depth research on the following outstanding issues: 

1. \¥hether a conflict of interest disqualifies your office from representing 

the Hervdejs because, in representing the Gambords when they 

obtained their building permit on the next-door property, your office 

may have become privy to confidential information relevant to the 

current controversy surrounding the Hervdejs project. 

2. Whether written prior notice and an opportunity to be heard was given 

to the Gambords (as persons whose property rights may be adversely 

affected) by the County of Monterey preceding each of review of, or 

action upon, the Hervdejs project by a County agency, as required by 

due process of law. (See: Horn v. County of Ventura (1979) 24 Cal.3d 

605). As you know, due process is a right conferred by the U.S. 

Constitution, so that any violations of it are actionable in federal court 

as well as state court, under the Federal Civil Rights Act (Title 42 USC 

§1983), which has a two year limitation period in California, so that -

starting with the tear-down permit which Mr. Hervdejs' July 28, 2016 

letter refers to as "recently approved" - all project approvals or like 

governmental actions to date are subject being ordered rescinded if 

County records do not show mailing of prior written notice and an 

opportunity to be heard to the Gambords. 
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3. Whether the project is consistent with any and all applicable statutory 

and regulatory provisions, including, without limitation, the Del Monte 

Forest Architectural Review Board design guidelines or other 

applicable regulations, the Monterey County Code, the Monterey 

County general plan, the Monterey County specific plan (Del Monte 

Forest Land Use Plan), and the state Local Coastal Plan. 

Mr. Gambord has repeatedly requested that Mr. Hervdejs provide him with 

copies of the house plans so that he can make a careful review of the situation. 1 

That request is respectfully renewed, both as to the original and revised 

plans. 

\Vithout in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing request for the 

entire set of plans, both before and after the deck change, Mr. Gambord particularly 

requires the "structural cross sections," showing existing and proposed grades so he 

may study if the proposed structure is being placed at the proper elevation in 

compliance with Monterey County slope/density requirements. 

Further to this issue: it appears that the maximum allowable height of the 

structure is 30 feet above the average grade of the lot, which grade for some reason 

is referred to as "slope density." Because a large portion of the Hervdejs lot is 

covered by the existing residence, the slope density calculation made by the 

Hervdejs' engineer to satisfy project application requirements must necessarily 

have involved subjective estimates of the grade of this large portion of the lot 

surface covered by the residence. If, as a result, an error in calculation of the 

1 Mr. Hervdejs provided the plans to Mr. Gambord for only a day- too short a period for adequate review - and 
demanded that they be returned without being copied. 
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average grade resulted, and falsely produced apparent entitlement to build the 

replacement house at a height higher than that actually permitted under an 

accurate slope density/average grade calculation, then this is clearly a matter of 

legitimate concern to the Gambords. Accordingly, we are also requesting both (1) 

access to the work of the Hervdejs civil engineer who calculated the average grade 

for the Hervdejs, and (2) access to the Hervdejs site for the Gambord's civil engineer 

to make his own calculations of the slope density/average grade of the site. 

Equally important, Mr. Gambord requires the plans in order to assess the 

factual accuracy of rather vague assertions in Mr. Hervdejs' August 14 email that 

allegedly make the agreement for a 268 feet· long privacy row of trees "not a feasible 

request for us, "to wit: (1) The large trees [the Gambords] are requesting would 

"negatively affect" our ability to use the path we have alongside of our house; (2) 

The existing fire department standing pump and main irrigation valve near the lot 

line "would need to be relocated at great cost," and (3) Our garage turnaround area 

"would have to be reduced" making access to our garage "difficult." 

It appears the 20 foot side yard setback should provide more than adequate 

space for the anticipated row of trees, as well as for a walk path to storage areas 

and for maintenance and relocation, if necessary, at a minimal cost, of the old, 

deteriorated fire suppression equipment. 

Mr. Gambord has just discovered that there is a concrete retaining wall 

remnant (i.e., a structure) on the Hervdejs side of the boundary between the 

properties, within the 20· foot setback area where structures are not permitted. Mr. 

Gambord requests that this retaining wall remnant be removed to eliminate the 

setback violation, and that the terrain be restored to its original state. 
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Accordingly, please confirm that during the demolition of the existing 

structure, the Hervdejs plan to remove the existing concrete retaining wall and 

restore the natural terrain. This question should be answered at the resubmittal of 

the project, i.e. should be expressly provided for in the resubmittal documentation. 

For the sake and in the spirit of compromise, Mr. Gambord had offered to pay 

$12,500 of the cost of the 268 feet long line of cypress trees. That offer having been 

rebuffed by Mr. Hervdejs, Mr. Gambord has withdrawn his offer. 

Finally, as a building contractor, Mr. Gambord respectfully corrects Mr. 

Hervdejs' mistaken impression that the side yard/property line fence (whose cost 

the parties have agreed to share) is subject to County design review approval. 2 Mr. 

Gambord expects momentarily to receive a bid for the fence from a contractor (for 

the agreed design provided by Mr. Hervdejs). He will contract for its immediate 

construction, and send Mr. Hervdejs a bill for half the cost. 

Please advise. 

cc: Joel & Dena Gambord 
Joe Sidor 

2 Mr. Gambord's understanding is that only fences at the front of a property are subject to architectural review. 
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Sidor, Joe (Joseph) x5262

From: Ray Humiston <rhum3@me.com>
Sent: Friday, October 6, 2017 5:12 PM
To: Sidor, Joe (Joseph) x5262
Subject: PLN 170535

Hi Joe……It was nice speaking with you this afternoon.  As I mentioned, I reside at 1700 Crespi Lane in Pebble Beach.  It 

became obvious to me that the owners of the property next to us, Frank and Michelle Hevrdejs, were in the process of 

applying for a building permit.  I thought it would be useful to introduce myself to them, and become familiar with their 

plans. 

I had a chance to examine the flagging, and thoroughly review the plans and elevations for the new house.  First of all, 

the Hevrdjes appear to be wonderful people, and we are excited to have them as neighbors.  More importantly, we are 

very happy with the house they plan to build.  It will be a significant improvement to our neighborhood.  The design is 

stunningly beautiful, and it’s a huge upgrade to the old, existing building on the property. 

In case it’s not obvious, my wife and I are in complete support of the proposed house at 1691 Crespi Lane.  Thanks for 

your consideration. 

All the best, Ray Humiston 

Received by RMA-Planning
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Sidor, Joe (Joseph) x5262

From: Joel Gambord <jgambord@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2018 9:21 AM
To: Sidor, Joe (Joseph) x5262; Sidor, Joe (Joseph) x5262
Cc: Bruce Tichinin
Subject: Your Phone Call Last Evening 1-30-2018
Attachments: GAM18005-EXHIBITS-1pg-.pdf

Joe........thanks for your phone call yesterday afternoon............you're working late these days.  During that call 
we explored several ideas regarding the Hevrdejs project.  I guess at this point, the circular driveway concept 
is not pertinent until the applicant makes that request.........I have gone down that path only to see if this was a 
viable alternative to the current site plan.  I have avoided explicitly touching the home design itself - only the 
siting of the building.  I asked Steve Wilson's help, Monterey Bay Engineering (MBE), in looking at how this 
might be done using a circular driveway.  Using a circular driveway is one way to move the building back away 
from the joint property line - as proposed it is ten feet closer and five feet higher in elevation than the existing 
home.  A circular driveway would mitigate it's visually overbearing and intrusion into our space.  I have 
attached the results of MBE study.........it's a win-win for everyone. And, FYI, Granite can supply pervious 
concrete that will support all known fire trucks. That's what we used here. 

Let's talk about the LUARC meeting - at that meeting we came unprepared due to the fact we were unable to 
secure a copy of the plans - the Hevrdejs architect let us look at a small 11x17 set of plans and allowed us to 
keep them for just a  few hours and then came to my home to pick them up.  He also demanded that we do not 
make any copies.  We were not able to get a set of plans until you personally helped hand carry me through 
the County web site where we did finally find a full set of the plans in pdf format.  That's when we finally got 
something real to look at and evaluate.  Your help was appreciated, by the way. 

At the LUARC meeting, after just a brief look at the plans before the committee, I could see a possible good 
solution would be a circular driveway, but you shot down that idea completely and emphatically speaking up 
saying "never going to happen".  Frank Hevrdejs said to me after the meeting he'd like to have a circular 
driveway but thought it would take too long to try for a variance and it might fail in the end.  He didn't want to 
gamble the time to go down that path.   

Subsequent to that meeting, Hevrdejs sent me an email telling me he was making changes to the deck. that I 
had requested.  Wrong, I have never requested any specific change to the house plan itself in any way. 
Nevertheless, the plan was changed, that's not in dispute  Whether it was a small insignificant change or a 
major one is in the eyes of the beholder.  I believe the change was made to help mitigate the issue of 
"construction over a grade in excess of 30%", which is what it did.  However, the plan as changed still involves 
construction over a grade in excess of 30% as you have detailed in Item 5 of your Notice of Public Hearing. 

In our conversation yesterday, you stated that that was not a significant issue since the existing home was on 
essentially the same footprint.  It seems to me that when improvements on a property are completely 
demolished, which is what is happening in this case, that puts any new development having to comply with all 
the current policies and regulations.  This is opposed to a "Remodel" when certain nonconforming issues are 
"grandfathered" in.  I ask, is Planning preparing a Variance for this 30% slope issue? 

In any case, Joe........a change was made to the plans after the LUARC meeting and we should have had an 
opportunity to see what changes were proposed and consider those changes with, and in front of another 
LUARC meeting.  Proceeding without doing this is denying us due process as an affected party to the 
development. 

I ask you once again........please send this development back to LUARC at your earliest convenience so this 
proposed new development can proceed in a proper manner. 

Thank you. 

Received by RMA-Planning
on January 31, 2018.
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Joel Gambord 
1683 Crespi Lane 
Pebble Beach, CA  93953 
831-624-1300
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